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a b s t r a c t 

To adapt to globalization, Chinese multinational firms have more exploitation of cash. This 

paper shows that Chinese multinational corporations (MNCs) do not hold significantly 

more cash relative to domestic firms unless these multinationals heavily relay on the for- 

eign sales. In addition, the multinationals of non-State-Owned Enterprises (Non-SOEs) ex- 

hibit the insignificant difference in cash holdings for non-multinationals. We also find that 

Chinese MNCs invest more but are less profitable, especially in non-SOE subsample. Over- 

all, we conclude that the need of cash liquidity of multinational corporations in China is 

different from those in U.S. 

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Cash holding of multinational corporations (MNCs hereafter) is an essential issue in the literature of corporate capital 

structure and corporate cash holding. Considerable media attention has been devoted to the increase in cash holdings of 

U.S. multinationals, such as Apple which holds trillion dollars of cash overseas but borrows money in the domestic market. 1 

The explanations offered by academic research are based on trade-offs motivated by repatriation tax. 

Foley et al. (2007) show that the reason for cash buildup is that U.S. firms had foreign profits that would have been 

taxed had they been repatriated. However, Pinkowitz et al (2016) document that in the U.S. domestic firms and multina- 

tionals (MNCs) are no different at the median, but the right tail of MNCs pushes up the average cash holding. In the most 

recent work by Fernandes and Gonenc (2014) , the authors compare the determinants of cash holdings across developed and 

emerging market using international data, and do not find MNCs holding more cash. 

Compared with fruitful studies on MNCs in the developed markets, little attention has been paid on companies’ cash 

holding in the emerging markets. This paper shed new light on the determinants of cash holdings for multinationals in 

emerging markets, China. 
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